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Abstract- 

The world demands everywhere a word called Theft Security because of the unrequited things happening 
every day. Security is demanding everywhere like home for prevention it from thieves, bank locker system 
security, research labs security system, vehicle security system, etc. A better solution to achieve these securities 
is Security system using Embedded System. This paper provides a literature survey on the all types of security 
system achieved making use of embedded system. Here it is proved that embedded system provides exact and 
more secure solutions for every problem making it an effective system. 
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1. Introduction:  

Researchers are continuously working beyond            
their ability to develop best security system for the 
required application. This paper provides an overview 
on the different technologies developed for security 
system for various applications. The security is 
demanded mainly for home for preventing the house 
from thieves and unfortunate accidents, as well as it is 
effectively required for Bank locker system, Research 
Labs where profound information and research is 
preserved. Vehicle security system kept in market 
circumstances is a serious problem now a day [1]. 

Embedded solution have proved itself 
everywhere, when the problem arises a solution is 
ready with the help of embedded system. In this paper 
different technologies are discussed using embedded 
system for security. Initially, embedded home security 
system is discussed with the help of some sensors used 
for detection purpose in section 2. Palm Vein 
technology is discussed for research lab security 
system in section 3. Similarly, Mobile based car 
security system, GSM and RFID based bank locker 
system and finally border security system is explained 
in further sections [2]. 

 

2. Embedded Home security system: 

We all are familiar with the today’s economical 
condition of the different countries. Most of 
population is suffering from the tough economic times 
so due to this the burglary is increases rapidly and this 
affects the security of our homes. So by this point of 
view the home security system is needed. To 
overcome this security related aspect a new 
technology is invented or design called as Embedded 
Home Security System [3].  

 

 
 
This is an embedded based application system 

consisting of embedded circuitry as shown in fig.1 [4].  
The different components of home security system are 
as follows 

• Arduino Mega 

• Computer  

• Parallax PIR 

• Normally Closed Magnetic switch 

• Sky link Universal garage door 
remote control 

• Buzzer 

• Webcams 
 

 

Fig.1 Home security system using 
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The operation of this system is that the main unit of 
the project is Arduino Mega. It operates all project 
work; it detects the output of the sensors and executes 
the program of the system. The computer is used to 
control the cameras. 

If the thief enters in the house the alarm 
activated with the help of normally closed magnetic 
switch after that the parallax PIR sensors can detects 
the motion of the thief and shown it by web camera of 
computer. The system also calls the owner of the 
home to take the immediate appropriate action on it. 
And the last stage is its records the all the motion of 
the thief so that it is beneficial to catch the thief and 
also beneficial to the police. Thus this is the simple 
working of the home security system and it is really 
useful to the security of the houses. 
 

3. Palm Vein Technology for Research Lab 
Security: 

Advance world demands the advance 
researches and its security for better future.  Every 
country is having its own research labs for various 
inventions.  Research lab contains deep data for every 
research and all its required inventories. The peoples 
arriving to the Research Lab bears all the necessary 
authority for every action.  But if unintended person 
enters the Lab may cause very big fatal for the Lab 
and indirectly to the Nation. 

To avoid above circumstances, different 
technologies have developed such as signatures and 
photo IDs, PIN numbers, fingerprint, voiceprint, iris 
scan, or facial recognition security [5].  Though the 
technologies are there, but still insecurity the 
information is a serious cause. To avoid this, a 
technology is developed for identification of intended 
and unintended researchers entering the Lab based on 
the Palm of human being.  The technology is already 
being working for different areas called Palm Vein 
technology.  Human Palm contains veins bearing 
deoxygenated hemoglobin is different for each person 
living in the world and it forms a vascular pattern as a 
personal identification data. This technology consists 
of the scanner for detecting the palm vein pattern of 
the human hand as shown in fig.2. 

 
Fig. 2 Palm vein scanner technology 

  

The person entering to the Research Lab has to first 
keep his hand on the scanner.  The IR rays is 
transmitted through the palm is accepted by the vein 
containing deoxygenated hemoglobin in the blood 
illuminates, due to which a pattern is generated and it 
is scanned by the scanner.  The pattern generated for 
each individual is different and unique for him. This 
pattern remains stored in the memory for further 
processing.  Thus the intended researchers can only 
enter the Lab because of his already stored pattern. 
 
4. Mobile control car security system: 

As per the security aspect it was reported that 
as many as 1000 cars were stolen monthly in 
Malaysia, in the year  2007. The existing vehicles 
alarm systems are of no match to the well equipped 
thieves in UK there are many transportation 
companies employees GPS in their cars while 
manufacturing but this systems are become fails in 
many situations such as at underpasses and indoor 
parking. One major problem in those cars alarm is 
tuning and adjustable. 

So to overcome this drawback and to increase 
the security of our cars, new technology is developed 
called as Mobile Control Car security System (MCCS) 
[6]. 

The MCCS mainly consist of mobile 
transceiver, main control unit utilize PIC controller, 
handle remote control device and several 
supplementary circuits that supports the security 
system. The operation of MCCS system is that all the 
circuitry of the MCCS system is implemented in cars. 
The PIC main control unit have the ability to control 
the mobile transceiver in the calling its owner when 
the intrusion is detected. As the intrusion  is detected 
in car the control unit  can call the owner of the car 
which number is programmed while programming so 
that the owner can take action on it or the owner can 
send the command to the main control unit that when 
the intrusion is executed then the engine of car will be 
stopped. That means alarm once trigger will 
immediate initiates the series of output signal to 
disable the car engine, switches on the flash light and 
siren and immediately notify user via phone [7]. 

As the mobile calling is take places the 
mobile transceiver in the MCCS system is detectable 
by the main switching center (MSC) of the GSM 
network as the mobile or call becomes activated. As 
the call becomes activated due to this the MSC will 
configure that the call or the transceiver belongs to 
which cell site. And due to identifying the cell site 
consequently the location of the car will be detected. 
In the situation in which the car thieves can stole the 
car at that time the MCCS system can call the owner 
and also tracked the location of the car because of 
transceiver of the system and due to this we can secure 
our cars safety [8]. 
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Fig. 3 mobile control car security system 

 
5. Bank locker security system using RFID & 
GSM: 

The main aim of this system is to implement 
a Bank Locker Security System based on RFID & 
GSM technology which can be used to secure our 
bank locker.  This technology basically consists of 
Antenna, transceiver, transponder electronically 
programmed with unique information. In market there 
are three different types of RFID is available 
dependent upon their frequency range. Similarly GSM 
is a Global Communication Model telephone standard 
for mobile cellular radio system operated on 900MHz 
frequency [9].  

Here 89c51 controller is used as a heart of the 
system to process and control the overall working as 
shown in fig.4 

 
Fig. 4 GSM based Bank locker security system 

 
In working of this system,  RFID reader reads 

the data from the tags its means card of user , if data 
available in the card is valid then microcontroller 
display the information of account holder that name 
and number and request to PIN  number of user and 
check out this PIN number is correct or incorrect then 
microcontroller send the text message signal to 
account holder mobile phone using GSM model of 
communication then account holder needs to send the 
password to microcontroller [10], after that both PIN 
will match with each other , if the PIN are correct then 
access is granted otherwise access denied. In this way 
we can secure our bank locker using RFID & GSM 
technology.  

 
6. Border security system:  

In border security system we can include 
both ground and team air force team to protect the 
intruder or any attack on border 

In below figure shows the border status and 
overview of technology. When the intruder are 
introducing our border then ground sensor can sense 
the position of intruder and transmit the relative data 
information to border patrol unit then border patrol 
unit can read this information and control forwarded to 
ground border force if ground force cannot able to 
reach the intruder location then border patrol unit 
transfer the control to headquarter of border patrol unit 
then border patrol unit transfer the control to air force 
team and command to handle the situation. This 
system having superior coverage and a very low cost 
and easy to implement [11].       

 
Fig. 5: Border security system 

. 
7. Conclusion: 

The effect of embedded solution for max of 
applications brings the world at the top. In this paper 
one of the applications of embedded system for theft 
security system is overviewed in detail for various 
technologies. It has been observed that theft security 
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system starts initially from home security and then 
widely increases to the different sectors where a theft 
is a severe problem.  
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